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a. Graduate School students pursuing masters and doctoral degrees are distributed by their degree school and included as a separate report. (#5)
b. Some programs in School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences (formerly Allied Health) were moved to the Schools of Medicine and Informatics beginning with the Fall 2002 semester. Figures for 2002 were adjusted to reflect this change. Credit hours taught in these programs are reported as School of Medicine or School of Informatics credit hours. Headcount is listed separately under Medicine Undergrad.
c. School of Allied Health has changed names to become the School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences. Some programs in this school have been moved to the Schools of Medicine and Informatics as noted above.
d. Restaurant Hotel Institutional and Tourism Management (RHIT), Tourism Conventions Event Management (TCEM) and Military Science totals are included with totals for the School of Physical Education.
e. ‘Other’ Includes Honors